Short-range RNA-RNA crosslinking methods to determine rRNA structure and interactions.
We describe details of procedures to analyze RNA-RNA crosslinks made by far-UV irradiation (< 300 nm) or made by irradiation with near-UV light (320-365 nm) on RNA containing photosensitive nucleotides, in the present case containing 4-thiouridine. Zero-length crosslinks of these types must occur because of the close proximity of the participants through either specific interactions or transient contacts in the folded RNA structure, so they are valuable monitors of the conformation of the RNA. Procedures to produce crosslinks in the 16S ribosomal RNA and between the 16S rRNA and mRNA or tRNA are described. Gel electrophoresis conditions are described that separate the products according to their structure to allow the determination of the number and frequency of the crosslinking products. Gel electrophoresis together with an ultracentrifugation procedure for the efficient recovery of RNA from the polyacrylamide gels allows the purification of molecules containing different crosslinks. These separation techniques allow the analysis of the sites of crosslinking by primer extension and RNA sequencing techniques. The procedures are applicable to other types of RNA molecules with some differences to control levels of crosslinking and separation conditions.